
Curry has been misunderstood in the West, it’s delicious and hearty flavours labelling it decadent 
by many and as a result not instinctively thought of as ‘the healthy option’. Eastern cultures have 
known of the powerful healing benefits of curries for centuries, utilising the herbs and spices that 
make up the foundation of these dishes to their advantage.  
 
The healing power and potency of the spices used to create the delicious flavours synonymous to 
all of our favourite curries, supports these dishes into being one of the healthiest options 
available. Being anti-inflammatory, antiviral, and full of antioxidants, curry has been found to 
reduce the likelihood of developing Alzheimers, Cancer, Arthritis and is supportive of the 
immune system.  
 
When opting for what they deem to be the “healthy” choice, most will consider a salad or 
smoothie to be their best option, quickly dismissing their favourite curry as a heavier alternative.  
 
From the perspective of both Ayurveda and Traditional Chinese Medicine, the key to a healthy 
digestive system is centered around opting for warmer food options and eating with mindfulness. 
I see this regularly overlooked as it is a philosophy not  commonly taught in the West. Patients 
come in with digestive and weight imbalances confused as to why they aren’t getting any results 
despite their healthy eating regime. When we investigate a little further their diet is often 
predominately raw and cold, consisting of salads, raw fruit and vegetables, cold dairy, smoothies 
and juices with frozen berries and ice and an Acai bowl on the weekend. When we consider the 
thermal nature or temperature of all of those meal options and their impact on the digestive 
system, it can be likened to a bucket of cold water being tipped over a fire. The digestive fire 
then, must use all its resources to get up and running again. Leaving it struggling to have the 
strength to process all the nutrients from our food, leaving us feeling stagnant, sluggish, bloated 
and exhausted.  
 
Cooked foods, room temperature liquids, soups, slow cooked meals, broths and curries are the 
most supportive options for the digestive system. They are partially digested and don’t require 
excessive effort to break down, freeing up your system feeling energised, balanced and lighter. 
Understanding this approach to digestion is extremely important and will have your tummy 
feeling happy once these principles are applied.  
 
Cobi’s Curries invites us to revisit the idea of food as medicine, something that is a key element 
in the application of Natural Medicine and gives us the opportunity to become our own healer. 
The key spices that are the foundation of the menu items are powerful healers, having been used 
for thousands of years for both their flavour and health benefits.   
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